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Introduction

 1. Competition and Regulation in general

 Wealth through competition

 Incentive regulation

 Investment incentives

 2. Applications

 Unbundling
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Why is competition “good“?

 Sampling benefit of competition:

 Productive efficiency: most efficient firm provides the good; sometimes not yet
existent firm! (Friedrich August von Hayek: “Competition as discovery process “)

 Rent reducing benefit of competition:

 Allocative efficiency: no “economic rents“

 John Hicks, 1935: “The best of all monopoly profits is a quiet life.“

 Pressure to innovate:

 Dynamic efficiency (Joseph Schumpeter; Kenneth Arrow; Philipe Aghion)

 Reduces political power:

 Lobbying, bribing

 “Internet giants“: Google, Facebook, Amazon…
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 Productivity:

 EU merger and anti-trust policy enforcement leads to higher productivity, especially 
in markets with low regulation

 Recent example May 2017: auctions for solar and wind subsidies in Germany; from
8 cent/KWh to 5.5 cent in the first auction for onshore wind: minus 30%!, could go
to 3 cent; offshore wind: zero subsidies! Not in Austria; Slovakia?

 Investment:

 EU merger policy enforcement leads to higher investment and higher total factor 
productivity in energy markets

 US investment has fallen relative to Tobin‘s Q in concentrated industries
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Empirical results indicate increases in



 Market failure: “Natural Monopoly“ (cheapest if only one firm provides the good)

 Dublication of fixed costs; Economies of scale and scope; Network externalities (Google?)

 “Monopolistic Bottleneck“/“Essential Facility“: unbundling?

 “Public good“-problem: Prisoners‘ dilemma (John Nash)

 E.g. Security of supply; Climate change

 Irreversibility of sunk costs: asymmetry between incumbent and potential entrants; no
contestable market because of market entry and exit barriers

 Long lived, sunk investments with positive externalities (telecom, energy infrastructure etc.)

No first-best solution by the competitive process (but also state failure; trade off)
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Why regulation/state intervention?



How regulate?

1. Cost based/Rate-of-Return regulation

 Realized costs+mark-up/ ex ante fixed return on employed capital

 John Hicks, 1935: “The best of all monopoly profits is a quiet life.“

Moral Hazard Problems: insufficient incentives to reduce costs/Averch-Johnson effect

 Asymmetric risk distribution (consumers/taxpayers bear risk)

 BUT: “good" infrastructure investment incentives
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How regulate?

2. Incentive regulation (nobel laureate 2014 Jean Tirole)

 Asymmetric information!

 Price or revenue cap: disentanglement of prices from costs (incentive!)

 Stephen Littlechild:  British telecom sector

 RPI-X (X … expected total factor productivity growth)

“Simulation" of competition: better allocative efficiency, risk taking by firm

BUT: efficient firm could get large information rent or adverse selection
problem (if regulator does not pay information rent only bad firms in market);

AND: “Ratchet effect“: be efficient at the beginning, be inefficient at the end 
of the regulatory period…  

 AND: “not so good" infrastructure investment incentives
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 Compare to similar, non-competing firms (e.g. electricity distribution)

 Reduce asymmetry of information

 Prices follow costs of others

 Firm specific X-factors to catch up

 Strong incentives without allocative inefficiency (information rent reduced)

 BUT

 Unobserved heterogeneity

 Different life and investment cycles

 Different potentials to reduce costs

 Danger of collusion
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Yardstick regulation/Benchmarking



3. Vertical unbundling?
 Fair and non-discriminatory access to monopolistic bottleneck/essential facility

 Otherwise: cross-subsidization, non-price discrimination

 E.g. telecom, rail, gas, electricity (generation, transmission, distribution, retail)

 Different degrees of structural separation of network operations from supply activities: 
Accounting (OeBB), legal (e.g. 3rd energy package in EU in 2009; APG: Austrian Power 
Grid), ownership unbundling (not mandatory; most transmission grid operators in EU)

 BUT

 “Economies of Vertical Integration“

 “Economies of Scope“

 “Costs of Coordination“

 Investment incentives
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How regulate?



Solution approaches

 1. “Regulatory holidays“ (ultra-fast glass fiber broadband in USA)?

 2. Cooperation at investment stage then competition (glass fiber in CH)?

 3. Cost based elements for investments (Austria: Smart Meter)?

 4. Subsidies (rail; broadband; renewables)?

 5. Vertical integration?

 As much competition/incentive regulation as possible, as much market
power/investment incentives as necessary?!
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 Transmission network unbundling in Europe (e.g. Meletiou, Cambini, Masera, 
2017; Gugler, Rammerstorfer, Schmitt (2013), Energy Economics; Gugler, 
Liebensteiner, Schmitt, 2016, IJIO)

 Third legislative package of the European Commission in September 2007: 
advanced forms of unbundling the transmission grid are required in the 
electricity and gas sector. Countries can choose between three options:

 Full ownership unbundling (FOU)

Or the TSO may remain part of a vertically integrated utility:

 Independent system operator (ISO)

 Independent transmission operator (ITO
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Case: Unbundling
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Transmission network unbundling in Europe 
(from Meletiou, Cambini, Masera, 2017)
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Short and long run effects



 Higher electricity end-user prices induce higher investments in the overall
sector  Trade-off between static and dynamic efficiency

 Ownership unbundling of the transmission grid leads to lower investment
spending (corroborating evidence in telecom: Nardotto, Valletti, 
Verboven, 2015)  Trade-off between competition and vertical synergies

 Regulation affecting the incumbent directly (OU, TPA) may lead to lower
investments

 Introducing competition via market based measures (LWM, MCT) 
increases investments
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Main results on investment incentives:





 Economies of vertical integration (EVI) ≈14% for median sized firm

 Non-negligible hurdle for successful unbundling regime

 EVI tend to increase with firm size

 Sources of EVI are asset specificity and market complexity
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Main results on vertical synergies:



 Competition and proper regulation crucial for wealth of nations

 However?

 Trade off between static and dynamic efficiency

 Trade-off between competition and vertical synergies
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Conclusions
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